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In an interview with the Scots Makar Jackie Kay, Petra Tournay-Theodotou asks “what
prompted [her] decision to publish [her] life story—in particular, the delicate story of
tracing [her] birth parents—in prose form as a full-fledged autobiography.”  While much of
Kay s̓ prolific output is informed by her embodied knowledges as a Black Scottish
lesbian, Red Dust Road (2011)—the “full-fledged autobiography” in question—is perhaps
her first work of prose that reads as having a stake in the intimate veracity of her life. Kay
replies, “that was a surprise for me; my life turned into a story that was happening to me
and I felt that in order to process that story Iʼd have to write about it as a life story.”  Both
Tournay-Theodotou s̓ question and Kay s̓ answer speak to the assumptions readers hold
around the autobiographical genre in contrast to fiction: that the former is somehow truer
than the latter, closer to the skin. It is as though, as Elizabeth Nunez writes,
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in Deborah Smith's published translation of Han s̓ novel. Specifically, I argue that
Smith s̓ version of Human Acts actively works against Han s̓ subversive articulation of
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"one's own" historical trauma. In an attempt to reflect critically on what it might mean
to live in the ongoing ripples of such traumas, I offer a text that blurs autobiography,
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names an autohistoria-teoría and what Crystal Baik calls a diasporic memory work.
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“Defiled space never goes away. Its reoccurrence negates time as distance” 

–Allen Feldman, Formations of Violence: The Narrative of the Body and Political Terror in Northern
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For Nunez, choosing to write fiction has to do with the “necessary aesthetic distance” that
is unafforded when writing autobiography. Kay s̓ explanation echoes in contrasting fashion,
as she admits that part of the reason she writes Red Dust Road is “in order to process”
what it meant to search for her Nigerian birthfather. At the same time, both Nunez and Kay
suggest—it is a “veil of illusion,” a “life story” (italics mine)—that the separation between
fiction and autobiography is a construction. 

Utilizing these affordances of “necessary aesthetic distance” from “personal experiences”
becomes immeasurably more complicated when we take into consideration the
entanglements of the personal and structural. In Crystal Baik s̓ Reencounters: On the
Korean War and Diasporic Memory Critique, she proposes a framework of “reencounters,”
a concept which “captures how diasporic memory works catalyze moments of return and
remembering that denaturalize naturalized temporalities, solidified presumptions, and
historical knowledges.”  In thinking through and with a selection of diasporic memory
works by those displaced by the Korean War and the resulting expansion of South Korean
and United States militant and neoliberal state structures, Baik tracks the longue durée of
this unended violence. In doing so, she reads how the cultural creators in question turn to
and produce aesthetic mediations to challenge the United Statesʼ initial and ongoing
political interference in the Korean peninsula; too, they use these spaces and forms to
question how they themselves are constructed as potentially undesirable Korean subjects
in the world.

I bring together two seemingly disparate conversations—one on the tensions between
autobiography and fiction within Black literary traditions and the other on unsettling widely
held narratives of the United States as savior figure in the Korean War—because their
generative intersection is where my article begins: what does it mean to attempt to turn
away from “the glare of perhaps disturbing introspection” because to face it, to face
oneself, is tantamount to forcing confrontations with structural violences writ large? To
bringing to the foreground how one carries within sedimentations of undead histories
never laid to rest? Both Black and Korean (and Korean American) literary and aesthetic
traditions have long grappled with this unease, and, as Dana A. Williams argues, if “the
question of genre in the African American literary tradition is as old as the tradition itself,”
this is in part because Kay and Nunez, along with numerous others working within Black
literary and aesthetic traditions, destabilize form and genre to have us think differently
about the supposedly easy binaries of past and present, fiction and truth, aesthetic and
political, personal and structural.  Similarly, Baik s̓ objects of analysis are “multisensorial
multimedia projects that crystallize through dissolving lines, cacophonous sounds, and
divergent temporalities” to formulate alternative readings of South Korea s̓ achievements
and the United Statesʼ assistance post-1953.  To be trained in these traditions, produced
through these histories and living in their afterlives is to grasp that, as Edward Said
argues, “no one has ever devised a method of detaching the scholar the circumstances of
life, from the fact of his involvement (conscious or unconscious) with a class, a set of
beliefs, a social position, or from the mere activity of being a member of society.“  Or, to
form it as a slightly different question, “how much distance can there be between the pen

the contrivances of the art of fiction allow [the writer] distance from [her] personal
experiences. It is the necessary aesthetic distance the writer needs in order to
transform the ordinary, the mundane, into a work of art, offering at the same time
cover for the writer, the veil of illusion behind which she can safely hide herself from
the glare of the public eye, and—this is more personal—from the glare of perhaps
disturbing introspection.4
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and the hand that holds it?”  The separation of genres, between what was and what is, is
wielded as a move that insists on the compartmentalization of submerged knowledges into
more quantifiable measures so as to determine what merits serious consideration. It is
precisely this that I wish to argue against. 

It is in this mode of thinking that I offer what follows—a kind of diasporic memory work, a
kind of autohistoria-teoría,“a personal essay that theorizes,” on Han Kang s̓ Human
Acts (2016), which takes as its point of origin the Gwangju Democratization Movement (광
주 민주화 운동) of 1980.  As I discuss later in this article, my initial attempts at analyzing
Han s̓ novel were thwarted precisely because the form of writing in which I am most
practiced made it nigh impossible for me to address the crosscurrents of how the
when and where of reading this book deeply informed my initial reading. This was because
the form of writing in which I am most practiced, in many ways, is still “fixing a
constellation of ideas for a time at least, a fixing which no doubt will be replaced in another
month or so by somebody else s̓ competing theory.”  What I wanted to do instead was
critically engage with how “my life turned into a story that was happening to me.” This is
particularly important as Han explicitly links the Gwangju Democratization Movement to
the 1953 partition of Korea, a result of the Korean War which has produced and shaped my
understanding of my family history. Because of the trauma of familial lines being split and
disappearing into the ether of United Statesʼ interference and South Korean nationalism,
the histories that I wish to have access to have been foreclosed to me; instead, what I am
offered are official narratives that quite often position South Korea as a neoliberal model of
success and the North as a hermit kingdom of terrorism at worst, and, at best, the butt of
late night talk show hostsʼ tired jokes about reductive backwardness. In other words, what
follows is an attempt at answering, even temporarily, questions that are by no means
unique to me: how does one write one s̓ life story when it is interrupted by the story of
partition and empire? What might it mean to write such a life story under the aegis of
cultural studies? And, in the writing of such a life story, in such a processing, what emerge
as residues of that interruption that are still here, that still dictate how one might tell a
story, this story?

I.
August 27, 2016—it s̓ my last day in Glasgow for the summer, and Iʼve chosen to spend
part of it in the Waterstones on Sauchiehall Street. Iʼm on the second floor, mentally rifling
through the carry-on and backpack out of which Iʼve been living for a month, figuring out
what I can leave behind were I to purchase books for my train ride to London and the Black
Cultural Archives the following morning. I always remember to pack lightly, but also forget
to leave space for the reading material I will inevitably buy. In my cataloguing, however,
nothing seems dispensable, and I reluctantly turn toward the stairs when I see it: a soft-
matte, powdery-black cover, two legs surgically amputated at the calves and rendered
hollow: Human Acts, by Han Kang.  A quick check online tells me that it has yet to be
published back home, so I take a copy to the cashier, who, after his initial hello, asks if Iʼve
read The Vegetarian. I have. I ask if he has. Aye. We talk about Han s̓ 2016 Man Booker
International Prize winner for a bit—“weird,” “creepy,” and “violent” the dominant
adjectives in our conversation, his rolled r s̓ distinct from my Bay Area-flattened ones—as
we wait for my credit card to clear. Transactions like these have become much easier with
the United States finally catching up with chip technology, but he still needs me to sign for
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my purchase. Something in my drawled scribble, in that exaggerated Y, is meant to prove
that I am who I say I am. 

II.
The train leaves from Glasgow Central Station and takes about five-and-a-half hours to
reach Victoria Station, and I read Human Acts in one sitting across the border in the
ostensible quiet car where a chatterbox family gives lie to its naming. The novel is a multi-
voiced, multilayered text that details both the Gwangju Democratization Movement and the
aftermath of the government-sanctioned massacre, the febrile and alienating stretch of
trauma that rolls and roils without end. The uprising takes place May 18–28, 1980 in
Gwangju, a city in southwest Korea, where university students and citizens in due course
militantly protested the martial law government of Chun Doo Hwan, who had come to
power after the assassination of then-president Park Chung Hee and a military coup on
December 12, 1979.  The event is one that I am not taught by my parents or my teachers
during my years attending Korean language and culture classes on the weekends, a gift
that felt like a burden, no doubt an experience shared by numerous 1.5 or second
generation Korean Americans. I learned about the Japanese occupation of the peninsula,
about Yu Gwan Sun, but not about the violences that occurred in the ostensibly
democratic—and if not democratic, then at least comparatively “better than North
Korea”—country of my birth.  This omission is striking, given that during Chun s̓
presidency (1980–1988), “the Gwangju massacre remained a central issue for the
democratization movements in Korea…Especially for student activists in South Korea in the
1980s, the issue of democratization was inseparable from unearthing the hidden truth
concerning the Gwangju massacre.”  In retrospect, the lapse in historical education must
have been intentional. Gripped by the fear of losing us to assimilation, I cannot imagine
that my Korean school teachers believed that a history of protestors being murdered by
their own government would have been useful in inspiring identification, nostalgic or
imaginary; Yu, a martyred teenager who with her dying breath predicted the fall of the
Japanese Empire, was a much more suitable role model for both my gendering and that of
Korea as the motherland in need of protection and filial respect. In no way is this move of
mobilizing “idealized images of women, reflected in cinematic narratives and images” in
the “context of nation building projects”  exclusive to Korea, but the rhetoric around its
uniqueness—our uniqueness—is one that I was taught by said teachers in a move to
disseminate a nationalist pride.

I also remained ignorant of how “trauma is not locatable in the simple violent or original
event in the individual s̓ past, but rather in the way that its very unassimilated nature—the
way it was precisely not known in the first instance—returns to haunt the survivor later
on.”  The ways in which the Japanese occupation made Korea ripe for the Korean War,
the ways in which the Korean War made Korea open to an incessant United Statesʼ military
presence as a mark of gratitude and protection against the ever-promised threat of
communism, the ways in which such gratitude and protection made possible camptowns,
martial law and dictatorships; such are the overlapping hauntings of modern Korean
history. In other words, as Caruth suggests and to borrow from Indigenous and Native
Studies, the Gwangju Democratization Movement is less an event and more symptomatic
of a structure of an ongoing repression of dissent beginning with Japanese occupation and
continuing into United Statesʼ presence and South Korea s̓ own dictatorships.  Or, as Baik
argues, it is critical to read “the Korean War s̓ calamities less as exceptional aftereffects
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than as structuring conditions of contemporary life.”  Rather than solely focusing on the
temporal duration of the event, Human Acts begins in 1980 and moves us through roughly
35 years to end in 2013, pausing to track the effects of torture and suppression as they
register—physically, materially, psychologically, emotionally—on individuals in 1985, 1990,
2002, 2010, and 2013. 

Unlike Caruth, however, Han refutes a situating of trauma solely in the purview of those
who survive it; her second chapter is narrated by Jeong-dae, a middle school student who
is friends with Dong-ho, the main character of the first chapter who spends his time
working in a makeshift mortuary and whose murder that initially happens off-page drives
the rest of the novel. Despite refusing to leave his post until he finds Jeong-dae, Dong-ho
ultimately admits to himself—and the readers—that he has seen his friend die, shot by
soldiers called in to police the city: “Bare feet—what had happened to his trainers?—
seemed to be twitching…Lying in the hush of the room, you see Jeong-dae s̓ face with
your mind s̓ eye. You see those pale blue tracksuit bottoms thrashing, and your breathing
becomes constricted.”  Dong-ho sees first his friend s̓ bare feet, and it is only later that
he is able to visualize Jeong-dae s̓ face; in similar fashion to how his everyday life—routine
and rational—has become jagged with the brutality that punctures the mundane so as to
taint it, so too has Jeong-dae become piecemeal. This breaking apart is made literal in the
subsequent chapter as Jeong-dae assumes the narrative voice, speaking to readers from
his rotting body. As Walter Benjamin reminds us, “not even the dead will be safe from the
enemy, if he is victorious;” whereas for Benjamin, the warning is about the desecration of
history and the memory of the dead, for Han the danger that the dead face is also quite
literal.

Jeong-dae is but one of many that help make up a pyre of corpses, and Han moves
uneasily from monstrous whole —“the tower of bodies was transformed into the corpse of
some enormous, fantastical beast, its dozens of legs splayed out beneath it” —to
dismembered fragments—“I stared at my unchanging face. My filthy hands were as still as
ever. Over my fingernails, dyed a deep rust by watery blood, red ants were crawling,
silent” —and back again—“that festering flesh now fused into a single mass, like the
rotting carcass of some many-legged monster.”  In the constant shifting between a whole
that exceeds his individual body and the body parts that are literally disintegrating from rot
and the weight of the bodies piled on top of him, I read Jeong-dae as epitomizing how an
all-encompassing nationalist rhetoric wreaks havoc by disarticulating subjecthood and
coupling it with his openness to subjection. As he lies with the other corpses, Han writes
that Jeong-dae sees them, himself included, rendered as a “fantastical beast,” as a
“many-legged monster,” stripped of any kind of identifying human marker; their only use
now is to provide the fuel with which the military can hid their crime. The beast, the
monster, is a mirror image of the government s̓ brutal suppression, and Jeong-dae can
only look upon the inert dead with a recognition that “as the self disintegrates, so that
which would express and project the self is robbed of its source and its subject.”  At the
same time, he is unable to see himself as a whole; rather, what becomes visible is how he
has been rent, torn apart not only by the bullet that kills him, but also literally as he
darkens, rots, chars, his face apart from his hands apart from his fingernails. Here, Allen
Feldman s̓ theorizing of violence during the Troubles in Northern Ireland is useful; he
writes, “the act of violence transposes the body whole into codified fragments: body parts
or aspects which function as metonyms of the effaced body or other large totalities.”
Jeong-dae as both part of a larger body—the decomposing stack of corpses piled high in
the gym—and the breaking apart into that which symbolizes a beastly, monstrous pain that
destroys worlds—is perhaps what lies at the heart of the Gwangju Democratization
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Movement and my learning of it so late in life: what does one do, as Dong-ho questions,
when “you sing the national anthem for people whoʼd been killed by soldiers? Why cover
the coffin with the Taegukgi? As though it wasnʼt the nation itself that had murdered
them.”

I know I want to do something with Human Acts, but Iʼm not sure what it is. As with other
texts I have encountered that look steadily back at me, my instinctive reaction is to write
about it, but Han meets and adroitly sidesteps this desire. “I suppose you thought you
were helping me?”, a political prisoner asks a professor who has come to interview him
about his participation in the Gwangju Democratization Movement and his subsequent
torture at the hands of the Korean government. “But when it came to it, this dissertation
you were planning to write, was it really going to benefit anyone other than yourself?”  I
am not that, I want to claim. I am not a variant of Spivakʼs benevolent intellectual. Except
maybe I am.  “The glare of perhaps disturbing introspection” is bright. Later, as Han
inserts herself into the narrative as a writer, as her fictionalized self encounters Dong-ho s̓
older brother, now an adult, he implores her, “Please, write your book so that no one will
ever be able to desecrate my brotherʼs memory again.”  This, then, is the tension
that Human Acts engenders in me: it is, as Benjamin states, about the desecration of the
dead, about the fraught remembrance of the dead. But is it possible to separate the
challenging of said desecration and my own potential professional and personal benefitting
from such an action? 

I think restlessly about this implied division over the next five days as I familiarize myself
with Brixton, the site of the 1948 settling of the Windrush Generation and, in 1967, the
location from which “[Obi] Egbuna and a group known as the Universal Coloured People s̓
Association (UCPA) launched Black Power.”  The restlessness lends itself to a constant
walking through the neighborhood, beginning almost immediately after I unpack. And
division, partition, is precisely the site of my ruminating, on what we now call North and
South Korea with the gash of the DMZ in between,  the uneasy relationship of Scotland
and England, the sites of contestation over independence and “Better Together.”  I walk
to 165 Railton Road. To get to C.L.R. Jamesʼ old residence I must walk past Chaucer Road,
Spenser Road, make a left on Shakespeare Road; Milton Road isnʼt far behind. The names
arenʼt lost on me, and Iʼm cheered to see Fanon House on the way interrupting this
imperial, “neutral” logic.  I later learn that Fanon House is part of an organization that
serves Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) peoples living in the Lambeth area of London. I
think about the violence of Fanon House nestled among these roads, the ways in which
institutions nestle “diversity” within themselves as politically evacuated inclusivity. I think
about the suture of kinship and fierce love.  It is August 28, 2016 when I arrive, and I think
about the same day in 1955 and Money, Mississippi as I walk; he might have lived to see
75.  I think, too, of Ziggy Stardust, gone to Mars, the ruling planet of my sun sign, and as I
walk during those five days I sometimes catch myself tunelessly humming, “oh leave me
alone you know.” Droogie.

I return to the novel more than once during my time in Brixton, and slowly I recognize that
it s̓ not that I want to do something with it, but that I want it to do something for me; similar
to James Gronniosaw, perhaps, I want Human Acts to speak. Édouard Glissant points out
that “Western thought has led us to believe that a work must always put itself constantly at
our disposal…It can happen that the work is not written for someone, but to dismantle the
complex mechanism of frustration and the infinite forms of oppression.”  I want Human
Acts to be at my disposal; more than anything, I want it to speak to me in a way that my
parents will not, or cannot. They were of similar age to the university students protesting
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the closing of Chonnam National University, which historians mark as the beginning of the
uprising in Gwangju. When pressed, my appa tells me what by then I already knew: that
martial law also included a curtailing of the free press, that other parts of Korea did not
necessarily have immediate access to knowing what was happening in the South Jeolla
province. My parents are sometimes like this, telling me details of their lives but rarely in
historical context, and I am left to parse together some kind of larger meaning. I want to
ask why they taught me Korean, insisted on my attending those Korean classes on
Saturdays, if they are so unwilling to speak of a Korea that is concomitantly theirs and not. I
never do, perhaps because their refusal to speak says more about my prerogative around
asking, about my inability to ask but one question.

Initially my grievance seems to be mirrored in Human Acts; moments of abbreviated
speech abound in the text. In one of its most compelling scenes, Eun-sook, who is first
introduced as one of the handlers identifying and moving corpses in the first chapter
alongside Dong-ho, re-emerges in 1985 as the editor of a play. Her chapter is sectioned
into seven slaps, delivered “over and over in the exact same spot” by her inquisitor, so
hard that “the capillaries laced over her right cheekbone burst, the blood trickling out
through her torn skin.”  The location on her skin connects her to the site of trauma; every
slap is how she recounts and remembers. This is her punishment for being seen meeting
with a translator who has been deemed traitorous to President Chun and his cabinet. The
chapter consists of her attempting to forget both the physical and psychological pain
endured, coupled with her inability to forget Dong-ho and all his disappearance
represents; forgetting is always wed to a persistent remembering. When she goes to pick
up the manuscript of the play that she and the translator had been discussing from the
censor s̓ office in Seoul City Hall, 

She is left to wonder what might be recuperated, and I am taken back to the second
chapter of the novel and Jeong-dae s̓ musing on his own disintegration: “I looked on in
silence as my face blackened and swelled, my features turned into festering ulcers, the
contours that had defined me, that had given me clear edges, crumbled into ambiguity,
leaving nothing that could be recognized as me.”  The erasure of who Jeong-dae is, is
cast in a similar language to the censoring of the manuscript: both are blackened, bloated,
both are unrecognizable as who, or what, they originally were. But also, simultaneously,
Jeong-dae thinks, “the bodies of ten people theyʼd just piled up seemed to be missing
their heads. At first I thought theyʼd been decapitated; then I realised that, in fact, their
faces had been covered in white paint, erased. I swiftly shrank back.”  White, the
traditional color of handbok worn as a sign of mourning.  What is it about white erasure
that causes this horror? What is it about blankness that causes retreat? Jeong-dae recoils
in disgust from the sight of his decomposition, but disgust and horror are not one and the
same. White erasure and blankness feel analogous to the novel s̓ quiet, its refusal to speak
to readers like me, kept wanting in a diaspora rippling with histories of occupation, military
and political interference, war. 

42

[h]er initial impression is that the pages have been burned. Theyʼve been thrown
onto a fire and left to blacken, reduced to little more than a lump of coal… From
around the fiftieth page onwards, perhaps because drawing a line had become too
labour-intensive, entire pages have been blacked out, presumably using an ink roller.
These saturated pages have left the manuscript bloated and distended, water-
logged flotsam washed up on some beach.43
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Too, Han gestures to a palimpsestic presence in the blackened bodies, in the blackened
pages. Inasmuch that Jeong-dae s̓ spirit is present to witness the burning of his fleshly
remains—and the wholesale murder of Dong-ho and other middle school children later in
the novel—Eun-sook is startled into spilling her coffee on the desk back at the office: “Mr
Seo s̓ nimble fingers snatch the proof up again. To save it from getting stained. As though
it still contains something. As though everything in it hasnʼt been nullified.”  While Eun-
sook dismisses the senior editor s̓ action as nonsensical, I cannot help but think of Toni
Morrison s̓ reading of Herman Melville s̓ Moby Dick; she quotes, “‘[t]his visible [colored]
world seems formed in love, the invisible [white] spheres were formed in frightʼ” and
continues that Moby Dick “question[s] the very notion of white progress, the very idea of
racial superiority, of whiteness as privileged place in the evolutionary ladder of humankind”
and “meditate[s] on the fraudulent, self-destroying philosophy of that superiority.”
Morrison s̓ argument is that Melville is aware that Blackness bestows gifts of survival and
abundance, whereas the ideology of whiteness promises nothing more than death.
In Human Acts: from a thing imagined as bloated or darkened emerges the very thing that
the military and censors cannot actually eradicate. 

The play is staged, and Eun-sook attends. She spots the plainclothes police in the
audience and fears for the playwright and translator. Despite their presence, the woman on
the stage begins to speak. “Or so it seems. In actual fact, she cannot be said to say
anything at all. Her lips move, but no sound comes out. Yet Eun-sook knows exactly what
she is saying.”  As the editor, she recognizes the lines because she is the one who has
typed up the manuscript: “[a]fter you died I could not hold a funeral, / And so my life
became a funeral.”  Immediately after, an actor walks up the aisle toward the stage. 

It is one of those serendipitous moments that always seem to befall me when I am
overseas; the book I need is on hand. I pull out my copy of Glissant s̓ Caribbean Discourse
from my backpack and find it, highlighted years ago: “noise is essential to speech. Din is
Discourse.”  In Glissant s̓ formidable conceptualization, he is describing a world system,
an element of the peculiar institution that I am trained to research and teach back in
California. The Gwangju Democratization Movement has a different timeline, a different
context. I rebuke myself. I tell myself that to rely solely on Glissant is irresponsible
scholarship even as I sit on the bed with his text open to the right of me, one edge held
down by my thigh, the other by my overheating laptop, Han s̓ novel face down on my left. I
tell myself I will conduct more research once I am back at my own desk. Or perhaps it is
not that I will need to rely on his work necessarily, as much as it is that he might show me a
way in that is also a way out. My tea cools as I wait, the full-fat milk turning slightly
scummy on the surface. I donʼt mind drinking cold tea. You barbarian, my ex used to say,
bringing me a fresh cup. Yes, I would quip. Were you waiting for me? He never understood,
which maybe was a sign. 

Eventually, I have it. What Glissant provides for me is this: more than merely illuminating a
way to think about the mute woman on stage, the shrieking man heading toward her, he
pinpoints the source of my confusion. In his formulation, he writes of the Caribbean man:
“no one could translate the meaning of what seemed to be nothing but a shout. It was
taken to be nothing but the call of a wild animal. This is how the dispossessed man
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His lips gupper like a fish on dry land. Again, Eun-sook can read what those lips are
saying, though speech is an uncertain name for the high-pitched sound shrieking
out from between them… “Oh, return to me. / Oh, return to me when I call your
name. / Do not delay any longer. Return to me now.”51
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organized his speech by weaving it into the apparently meaningless texture of extreme
noise.”  Creole, as a language system saturated with the violence of slavery and anti-
Blackness, registers initially as din, as discord. Subversively, however, if the master needed
to make himself understandable, that also suggests that the slave, the Caribbean man,
was also illegible. His speech, his cry, registered solely as “the call of a wild animal.”
Neither Glissant nor I are arguing that this is in any way wholly liberatory, but it does
suggest unintelligibility as a site of what Ralph Ellison calls “the lower frequencies.”  In
Han s̓ formulation, there are two people—the woman, the man. She is mute, but he both
shrieks unintelligibly—“speech is an uncertain name”—and vocalizes the imploring song
as demand.  How is this possible? Is the shriek a song? Does Han also divorce speech
from legibility? Eun-sook and the others in the audience peer carefully, “gaze with great
concentration on the actor s̓ lips.”  And then my second realization, which is so obvious
that Iʼm embarrassed to admit that it did not cross my mind even once during those five
days. When my mind alights on this error it immediately moves to refuse it, similar to how
my students avoid meeting my eyes when I tell them theyʼre looking too hard for an answer
to a question Iʼve posed. Itʼs right there in front of you, I tell them sometimes, my tone in
jest but my message not. It s̓ true for me, too. It s̓ right there in front of me. 

Iʼm reading the novel in English. 

III.
I return to California in September, leaving behind the country “where I am happiest and
where I am most alone.”  I procure a copy of Human Acts in the original Korean. And even
before I begin reading the novel, the first shift.  Human Acts, in English. The Boy is
Coming, or The Boy is Arriving—“소년이 온다”—in Korean. Deborah Smith, Han s̓ translator,
admits to changing the English title because the literal translation is “awkward enough
even without the euphemistic implications,” and settles on Human Acts, “a phrase which to
[her] embodied the neutrality, disorienting and even terrifying, inherent in the fact that
these can be both tender and violent, brutal and sublime, committed by the same
individuals.”  To say that Han s̓ novel embodies neutrality in any shape or form is the logic
of whiteness at work; the boy, who I read as Dong-ho, is caught in the never-ending act of
arriving in the novel, his ultimate fate not known to all of the other characters. Jeong-dae
is the literal ghost in the novel, but Dong-ho is the ghost in Avery Gordon s̓ formulation,
“not simply a dead or missing person, but a social figure” where “investigating can lead to
that dense site where history and subjectivity make social life,” the haunting
accompaniment to the material changes occurring in Korea post-1980 and in the lives of
the characters.  This dense site is also linked to how I read Han s̓ original title as
demonstrating that the “defiled space” of Gwangju “never goes away. Its reoccurrence
negates time as distance.”  Eun-sook, in June 1980, mere days after the uprising, calls
the Provincial Office s̓ Public Enquiry Department to report that the fountain in Gwangju is
working perfectly: “‘how can it have started operating again already? It s̓ been dry ever
since the uprising began and now it s̓ back on again, as though everything s̓ back to
normal.̓ ”  After weeks of calling, a “sympathetic yet sadly resigned” woman answers and
tells her, “Thereʼs nothing we can do about the fountain. You sound like youʼre still in
school, no? Itʼs best you forget, then.”  For Eun-sook, there is no forgetting; Dong-ho and
Gwangju reoccur, linear time is removed, and, as Feldman argues, “[t]he removal of time is
the simulation of death.”  But as Han demonstrates, as Benjamin demonstrates, death
does not mean an end. Smith s̓ claim that a literal translation of the title into English is
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awkward due to its juvenile, sexual undertones serves to focus on the human acts of those
involved in the Gwangju Democratization Movement, neutralizing the ideological
formations of what constitutes humanity. In other words, this title suggests that Dong-ho
and the dictatorship which murdered him are both human. While her refusal to ascribe to
the novel a title that promotes a particular kind of grandstanding, singular narrative of
resistance is commendable, Smith s̓ erasure, the “white paint” of her title, does harm to
Han s̓ strategic deployment of Dong-ho as a metonymic of traumatic and traumatized
time. “There is no way back to the world before the torture. No way back to the world
before the massacre.”  Closure is impossible, as is repair. What might be afforded us if we
imagine repair as a verb—to repair in the name of justice, to argue for reparative justice,
one which does not envision a “way back” as the aspirational goal? Or, in the forward
momentum, The Boy is Arriving; he never arrives. 

I flip idly through the novel, and then the second, more jarring shift: Smith has also
mistranslated the chapter titles. Smith s̓ reads as subjects caught in linear time: “The Boy.
1980,” “The Boy s̓ Friend. 1980,” “The Editor. 1985,” “The Prisoner. 1990,” “The Factory
Girl. 2002,” “The Boy s̓ Mother. 2010” and “The Writer. 2013.” The corresponding titles in
Han s̓ version are, as best as I can translate, “Young Bird,” “Black Breath,” “Seven Cheeks,”
“Iron and Blood,” “The Night s̓ Pupil/Eye,” “Toward Where the Flowers Bloom” and “The
Snow-covered Lamp.” What changes have been rendered here, from abstract to concrete,
an affixing of the amorphous into the tangible? Smith s̓ chapter titles name representation
as the onus of the novel—individual figures who narrate each chapter are telling their own
human stories. In Han s̓ version, the chapter titles are imagistic, figurative—the focus is not
on the respective narrator as she draws our attention elsewhere, perhaps to the din that
conceals straightforward meaning. It is not that Han erases the absolute reality of the
South Korean government s̓ role in the massacre, but to turn again to Glissant, her chapter
titles suggest what he has called in several locations “opacity:” “I thus am able to conceive
of the opacity of the other for me, without reproach for my opacity for him. To feel in
solidarity with him or to build with him or to like what he does, it is not necessary for me to
grasp him.”  Smith s̓ translation project is, of course, about making the text accessible to
those who are not fluent in reading Korean; at the same time, to translate the novel so
carelessly into English, which is the literal language of the political and military force still
present in Korea, one which is, as Han herself points out, linked to the massacre, is
violent.  The move of removing all symbolic and figurative language from Han s̓ chapter
titles is less clarifying and more a forced elimination of the opacity that Glissant insists
upon. Smith wants us to grasp and hold the very characters that Han indelibly writes as
always on the move, dislocated in time and space because of their trauma, and
unknowable precisely because of this, too. Bluntly stated, Smith, as a white British
translator who was still relatively early in her learning of Korean as she undertook the
project of translating Human Acts, whitewashes the political and temporal nuances of
trauma in Han s̓ novel, erasing the disorienting figurative language that Han uses to such
provocative effect. 

I spend time translating, paying careful attention to Eun-sook and her scene within the
theatre. At times my mascara dots the pages of the novel, blurring the additional
punctuation afforded by my pen. It is akin to one of Lydia Davisʼ most sparse and spare
stories, “Collaboration With Fly”—“I put that word on the page, but he added the
apostrophe.”  The apostrophe supplied by the fly suggests a contraction—something has
been removed—or a possessive—something, or someone, that belongs to something, or
someone, else. I read 소년이 온다, in the original Korean, working as the former, restoring
what Smith has removed, but not as the latter: this history does not necessary belong to
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me, or perhaps to anyone reading it as Human Acts, or perhaps to anyone. To claim a
trauma like the massacre in Gwangju as my own would be to ignore Caruth s̓ claim that a
history of trauma “can be grasped only in the very inaccessibility of its occurrence.”  Or,
as Morrison writes, “language can never ‘pin downʼ slavery, genocide, war. Nor should it
yearn for the arrogance to be able to do so. Its force, its felicity is in its reach toward the
ineffable.”  Smith s̓ translation is at odds with this conceptualization of what language
makes possible. Concurrently, I believe that “we need to continually re-evaluate and re-
conceptualize what happened in May 1980 in terms of our personal histories as well as in
terms of global and local political and economic circumstances.”  Too, in Davisʼ story, the
fly works as a collaborator; it is what supplies the apostrophe, the “but” suggesting that
this mark is the most significant thing on the page. My mascara dots, alongside my writing
and re-writing within its pages, speak to a kind of collaboration with the novel. As Jennifer
DeVere Brody suggests, “punctuation appears in/as writing as a means of inscribing bodily
affect and presence imagined to be lost in translation. Punctuation s̓ performances situate
and suture the indivisible doubled relation captured in and by the phrase ‘embodied
text.̓ ”  In collaborating with the novel, in providing my own punctuation that undergirds
my own bodily affect of weeping, Iʼm also attempting to think through what emerges when
I read the novel, read myself, in this way.

One such moment, in Korean: Han writes, “Eun-sook reads the shape of his lips,”  but
unlike the English translation, where the audience fixates on the “actor s̓ lips,”  in the
Korean, the audience gazes upon the “actorsʼ lips.”  It is but a simple shift, a fly moving
slightly on the page, Roland Barthesʼ punctum, a “sting, speck, cut, little hole” that
changes everything.  In the English translation, there is no confusion—the woman is
simply called “the woman,” and the man is identified through the gendered term “the
actor.” Thus it seems that while the woman is silently facing away from the audience, the
audience attempts to read the simultaneous shriek and song coming from the actor s̓ lips.
In the Korean, although the woman still faces away from the audience, they focus on the
“actorsʼ lips,” and, too, the actor does not shriek; instead, he emits a creaking noise. The
multiplicity of actorsʼ lips, a creak instead of a shriek. 

I read this mistranslation in two ways. First, “actorsʼ lips” suggest precisely what Smith s̓
translation loses; rather than distinguishing the chapters into individual speaking voices,
Han invokes what we might call a collective voice, one that is not singular in nature but
nonetheless unified in purpose, that is to say, a dissemination of knowledges, embodied
and otherwise, about the Gwangju Democratization Movement. At the same time, however,
the impossibility of knowing, even though the play is staged a mere five years afterward: it
is impossible, after all, for the audience to pay attention to multiple sets of lips, particularly
when the woman on stage still has her back to them. I turn briefly to Anne Anlin Cheng s̓
work on Theresa Hak Kyung Cha s̓ Dictee, where in discussing Cha s̓ disjointed, mellifluous
discordance as a meditation on colonialist trauma and violence, Cheng writes that “in
Dictee, acts of recollection (in the sense of memory recall) are frequently indistinguishable
from acts of collection (in the sense of gathering up).”  I propose a similar understanding
of the impossibility of reading the woman s̓ lips while her back is to the stage, while the
audience insists that they are reading the actorsʼ lips. The collection and recollection occur
together; memory is faulty but can be gathered up. Or, put another way—the fountain in
Gwangju cannot be working again so soon; the fountain in Gwangju is working again so
soon. Both/and. This is but a minute example and occurrence in a novel that abounds with
such perplexity and refusal when read in Han s̓ first language.
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Reading the novel in Korean is distressing, and I knew it would be. Part of the hurt, I think,
is that I donʼt believe it will do the something that I desired and desire, that I donʼt believe it
will speak to me in the way that my parents will not, or cannot: “pain without marks is like
speech without writing, doomed to pass into oblivion.”  I donʼt know how much I agree
with this sentiment, but it finds me writing and deleting, the tea switched for Laphroaig,
the Bowie switched for another we mourn that year: maybe he and I are both like our
fathers, our mothers, too demanding and never satisfied. I tell my students and I tell myself
that language is never enough, that we will never fully be able to say what we mean.  I
look into their sometimes disappointed faces and tell them that this actually holds a radical
potential for us as writers because it affirms that complete clarity does not have to be the
goal. It might be, instead, opacity, a right to refusal. 

Yet this is difficult for me to accept as I continue the slow, arduous process of reading the
novel in the language that I knew first, the one that still sounds as excessive love and loss,
as love and guilt. When a friend and I decide to propose a seminar for an academic
conference, we settle on the theme of partition and I feel an unloosening in my chest.
Yes, partition—the lens through which I can examine the novel and build to a critique,
situate the knowledges Iʼve known and gleaned through the years spent in university
classrooms and hotel event spaces: that the Korean War was a proxy war; that South
Korean troops were sent to fight in the Vietnam War when the United States came to
collect its debts, as “we have too much debt” ; that the United States backed more than
one dictatorship in Korea (as it continues to do so elsewhere); that the partition between
North and South would remain in place so long as the United States had both a political
investment and military presence at the 38  parallel and below. I initially write the
conference paper in a straightforward manner, but it remains stilted, beset by the kind of
jargon that I usually avoid. In an effort to allocate Han her right to opacity, I veer too far
away from her, making warp and weft of what occurred in the years of 1950–1953, the late
spring of 1980 and removing myself entirely. Still, I adhere to my former advisor s̓
admonishing that I should keep everything I write, as there is always something
salvageable. What emerges is this: a kind of diasporic memory work, a kind
of autohistoria-teoría. To situate myself as impersonal author, ever, is a fraudulent decision
that reaffirms structures of knowledge production that are steeped in normative
categorizations of intellectual work defined by whiteness. Instead, I have attempted to
demonstrate why, returning to Kay, Nunez and Baik, processing the impossibility of
linguistic and cultural translation in Human Acts had to be written as a kind of life story that
refuses multiple partitions. 

And so, the knowledge Iʼve known and gleaned through the years spent at my mother s̓
side, massaging her legs, swollen from unending shifts at the various businesses my
parents operated and had to abandon: that my maternal grandmother nearly died when
she was told that my uncle had perished in the Vietnam War; that she nearly died again
when it turned out that he hadnʼt; that my paternal grandmother had been orphaned as
she and her family fled from what we now call North Korea, her hand slipping from her
older sister s̓ protective grasp; that she never saw her family again; that my parents and
grandparents would not speak of particular things, no matter how I phrased my question;
that I could not ask my question. And yet, despite this and because of this, I still am unsure
what it means that I have written about the novel, and written about it in this way, when the
answers I look and wait for are still coming, are still and never arriving, in all of the
languages to which I have access. 
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IV.
“What right do you have to demand that of me?”
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